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Preface
In this study, “Forging perceptions: The Impact of the International Media
on Tourism in Palestine” the research makes a convincing argument to
establish that “tourism standards in Palestine are somehow affected by a
general image of Palestine defined in the international media. Given that
people’s perceptions are highly dependent on the images described by
means of communication, it is reasonable to assume that media is capable
of encouraging or deterring people from coming to Palestine in different
and varying degrees.”
The Alternative Tourism Group has, from its very inception, sought to reimage Palestine through tourism. Stereotyping Palestine has become a
prejudicial way of presenting the Palestinian populace in a negative light.
Influential quarters in the media and the advertising industry have played
out an ‘Israelis versus Palestinians’ match in which, instead of presenting
objective facts, they have preferred to give positive weightage to Israel and
a negative grading to Palestine.
This is not sheer coincidence ; It stems from a historical rooting which has
created a racial profile of the Arab as dangerous and best avoided. This
has been carried out through misinformation and erroneous interpretation
of facts-on-the-ground. The western media has always projected the
particular notion that the Israel-Palestine conflict centres on the question
of security and terrorism. Israel is projected as “victim”. This obfuscates the
truth according to which the very birth of Israel took place in extremely
unjust circumstances and in an illogical manner which did not allow the
Palestinians a fair chance to stake their rightful claims to land which they
had lived for centuries upon centuries. To attribute the current conflict to
“one of land and borders between two peoples who have equal claims,
not as a conflict between an oppressed and oppressor and colonized and
colonizer”, is patently unjust as the study argues.
The media creates and advances false narratives because their paymasters
are either Zionists or sympathetic to Zionist thinking. So, the very starting
point of a journey to the Holy Land begins with prejudged notions about
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the people. Even history and geography are manipulated to a point where
the traveler is unsure in whose territory they are. Too often they mistake
the Holy Land to be one single political and geographical entity because it’s
all they are allowed to learn and know. This is done to a point where the
fact of the occupation is hidden as a conflict between legitimate citizens
versus vile terrorist.The study puts it thus:“influent and credible newspapers
commonly misreport protests against the occupation, suggesting that what
triggers violence is not the occupation but rather quarrelsome Palestinian
behavior”.
Contemporary media methods are defined by ideological motivations.
Tourism under the aegis of Israeli operations are geared first and foremost
to profit and that is the easier part for Israel because they know that the
Holy Land is an emotional and historical attraction combined into one
packages which rakes in millions of dollars and fills the Israeli coffer. In
parity almost, Israel also maneuvers tourism as an instrument of ideological
brainwashing. Through the narrative it offers, Israel stakes its claim to being
the sole claimant to the land.
It is here that the media plays its part- in Israel but, more so, externally. The
ground is set by readers of news outlets and television channels. Notions
of an ‘evil Arab’ become ingrained by an immoral campaign to demonize
the Palestinian.
We hope this study enables readers to see how risky the falsehoods being
promoted are to an entire people whose distinct culture and identity is at
stake. More importantly, the freedom within which this culture must find
its place has been stolen. The media, in the main, refuses to reverse this
distortion of facts. We urge readers to examine the postulations of this
study and disseminate the information far and wide.

Rami Kassis

Executive Director
Alternative Tourism Group
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INTRODUCTION
It is accurate to state that mainstream media
holds a central role in today’s world, since it brings
together people who are geographically divided. As
information flows instantaneously across borders,
reaching the most remote of places, our planet
resembles a Global Village. In other words, the
media nowadays bridges geographical barriers and
expanses, and informs people of what is happening
worldwide. And since the media is responsible for
providing information, it performs an essential role
in creating and maintaining public opinion. Although
information and knowledge flows through other
mediums, the media remains the most important
channel of information on global events. No doubt,
newspapers and television channels remain very
powerful in shaping the opinions of people.
In light of this, one could enquire on how mediabased perception affects human relations around
the globe. In which manner do media-driven
opinions reverberate? How do newspaper and
television reports forge opinions and entail verifiable
outputs? The aim of this study is to answer these
questions, focusing on the international perception
of Palestine. More precisely, the main purpose
of this research is to assess the extent to which
the portrayal of Palestine and Palestinians in the
media impacts touristic flows and the travelers’
profile. As we will show later, this study concludes
that standards of tourism in Palestine are affected
by a general image of Palestine, delineated in the
international media.
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Given that perceptions of people are highly dependent on the images
depicted by means of communication, it is reasonable to assume that the
media is capable of, to varying degrees, encouraging or deterring people
from visiting Palestine. Needless to state that this study cannot ignore the
hypothesis that Palestine’s cultural and historical bonds to the Arab and
Muslim world might influence that image to a high degree. Nor can a study
on the Middle East omit the effects of the long-lasting conflict that has
been raging in the region for the last six decades.
This study is divided into two parts. The first part analyses the process by
which the media portrayal Palestine and Palestinians manufactures a set of
images and opinions that, in its turn, shapes specific patterns of perception.
Relying on the findings of the first part, the second one explores the causal
relation through which the aforementioned patterns of perception are
reflected in all aspects of tourism in Palestine.
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DEFINITIONS
Some of the concepts on which this study is based may be interpreted
in multiple ways, and some of them are too broad for purposes of this
research. Therefore, in order to avoid confusion and imprecision, it is
important to define these concepts.
First and foremost, the concept of media is very comprehensive. It can be
defined as the channels of communication through which information is
conveyed. This includes a wide range of mediums, from newspapers and
magazines, television, radio, and the internet, through to billboards and
even graffiti. However, due to the limited scope of this study, our analysis
will focus on two of the main sources of information, namely newspapers
and television. Although it is important to acknowledge the impact that
that all types of media have on the environment in which opinions and
ideologies are formed or transmitted, yet the ones labeled as mass media
hold a major role in this process.
Secondly, the meaning of international media might be instinctive,
assuming its tacit definition might be unclear or misleading. The primary
understanding of this term is based on geography: it means the set of
newspapers, magazines, and television/radio programs distributed and
broadcasted around the world. From the perspective of a country,
international media is an external observer that perceives the events
that take place within its borders. Nevertheless, the geographical
dimension of international media is insufficient. International media is
not simply the aggregation of homogeneous sources of information, but
rather a gathering of diverse perspectives and opinions. The plurality of
opinions is an undeniable characteristic when we want to deal with a
wide, heterogeneous set of editorial approaches. Thus, this study will not
– mainly because it cannot – suggest that the considerable diversity of
opinions and trends, which are an inseparable feature of the free media, is
susceptible to careless generalization. And last but not least, this study will
give priority to global news media, as they are widely accessible and thus
more likely to influence people’s opinions worldwide.
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1. Stereotyping Palestine
“The first rule for understanding the human condition
is that men live in second-hand worlds.They are aware
of much more than they have personally experienced;
and their own experience is always indirect.The quality
of their lives is determined by meanings they have
received from others. Everyone lives in a world of such
meanings. No man stands alone directly confronting a
world of solid fact. No such world is available (…)
their experience itself is selected by stereotyped
meanings and shaped by ready-made interpretations.
Their images of the world, and of themselves, are given
to them by crowds of witnesses they have never met
and shall never meet. Yet for every man these images
– provided by strangers and dead men – are the very
basis of his life as a human being.
Between consciousness and existence stand meanings
and designs and communications which other men
have passed on – first, in human speech itself, and
later, by the management of symbols. These received
and manipulated interpretations decisively influence
such consciousness as men have of their existence.
They provide clues of what men see, to how they
respond to it, to how they feel about it, and to how
they respond to these feelings.
Every man, to be sure, observes the nature, social
events, and his own self: but he does not, he has never,
observed most of what he takes to be fact, about
nature, society, or self. Every man interprets what he
observes – as well as much that he has not observed:
but his terms of interpretation are not his own; he has
not formulated or even tested them.”
Charles Wright Mills
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As a general rule, our opinions are formed based on previous experiences:
what we witness, participate in, or read about becomes part of our
background. By their nature, these experiences, are mentally represented
by models.
Remarkably, news media accounts have a major role in model-building
process. According to Teun A. van Dijk:
“[…] each time people read a news report they form a new (or update
an already existing) model of that event […] understanding a news report
means that readers are able to construct a model in their minds of the
events the news report is about. “
In fact, “It is the aim of a news report and its authors that the readers
form a model of the news event in the report”. It is cursory to state that
information is automatically reproduced precisely as it is produced and
without any critical evaluation. Be that as it may, news programs often
become the sole source from which any opinion whatsoever emerges, and
for this very reason the ones who are responsible for providing information
are endowed with the so-called representation power. Unfortunately, such
power is not always used responsibly, since much of what is conveyed in
the mass media fails to synthesize the bigger picture in a balanced and
representative manner.
Most of the news media agencies make little effort to show the conflict
in Palestine as it objectively is. According to Siham Rashid, “the Western
mainstream media in particular has portrayed the Israel-Palestine conflict
as a conflict revolving around security and terrorism, with Israel being the
victim”. So for many people, the conflict is understood as a conflict of land
and borders between two peoples who have equal claims, not as a conflict
between an oppressed and oppressor and colonized and colonizer.
Consequently, some influential newspapers (perceived to be credible)
commonly misreport protests against the occupation, and suggest that what
triggers violence is not the occupation but rather quarrelsome Palestinian
behavior.
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The coverage of the New York Times of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
provides a plethora of examples of misreport and imprecision. Very often,
the New York Times fails to report Israeli unlawfulness, thus failing to point
out the causes that trigger Palestinian political manifestations. According to
a study conducted by Howard Friel and Richard Falk:
“[…] while much of what the New York Times actually prints about Israel’s
conduct is technically accurate within the narrow context of a given article
or editorial, its coverage is far more insular than one might expect from
what is arguably the most important newspaper in the world’s leading
democracy.”
Friel and Falk discuss the example of Ariel Sharon’s ‘visit to the Temple
Mount/Haram al Sharif, a visit that triggered the Second Intifada. According
to them, the depiction of this visit in the New York Times:
“[…] was narrowly accurate – he did go there – but misleading
characterization of what Sharon did on that day and its implications at the
time […] and the manifest stone-throwing of the Palestinians was also a fact,
though Sharon’s massive but unseen and unmentioned security entourage
reflected more awareness of the Israeli provocation than what the Times’
front page revealed. Overall, the enduring pattern of the Times’ maximalist
coverage of Palestinian violence and minimalist coverage of Israeli violence
obscures the magnitude of Israel’s transgressions.”
Journalistic inaccuracy accounts for models that do not represent reality. In
this sense, the profile of international correspondents reporting the dayto-day essentials of the conflict might explain a significant extent of such
distortions. Based on a study on foreign correspondents in Israel by Dr. Joel
Cohen, it is valid to state that the background of these correspondents
explains the unbalanced information. The study found that 91% of the
journalists deem that they have a good knowledge of Israel, whereas only
41% considered they have the same level of understanding on the Arab
countries. Besides, nearly 60% considered they had a good knowledge
of Judaism, but only 10% answered the same when asked about Islam.
Such asymmetry is, unfortunately, reflected the patterns of coverage which
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accounts for the primary source of distortion, whether intentional or not.
It is symptomatic that a considerable amount of the accessible information
related to the conflict is written by journalists who do not possess a
comprehensive knowledge of the most essential aspects regarding Palestine.
The numbers mentioned above speak for themselves.
Cohen’s study reveals another obstacle towards a fair and reliable description
of Palestine and its people, that is language. In this regard, it was found that
54% of the foreign journalists covering the Israel-Palestine issue are fluent
in Hebrew, while only 6% could say the same about Arabic. It means that
much of what is reported regarding Palestine and its people does not
come from direct sources. In the last instance, most journalists must rely
on translations – many of which are inconsistent with the original texts or
speeches – and end up having limited, indirect references to report.
Such media misconceptions have a decisive effect on the touristic appeal of
Palestine. This is so because potential tourists are misled to think that they
might encounter violence, which can be life-threatening, during their visit
to Palestine. Although some area of the occupied areas may be hazardous,
it is definitely incorrect to say that tourism in Palestine is impracticable due
to lack of security. Even more deceptive is the assumption that Palestinians
are naturally aggressive and that violence is a result of such behavior. In fact,
security threats are at a high degree entailed by the unlawful and unfair
Israeli occupation in Palestine.
The deceiving depiction of Palestinians as inherently violent is sometimes
implicitly embedded in the media. However, such misconception is explicitly
expressed. During a Republican debate of the last elections in the United
States, the former candidate Newt Gingrich said:
“Somebody ought to have the courage to tell the truth. These people are
terrorists. They teach terrorism in their schools. They have textbooks that
say, if there are 13 Jews and nine Jews are killed, how many Jews are left?
We pay for those textbooks through our aid money. It’s fundamentally time
for somebody to have the guts to stand up and say, enough lying about the
Middle East..”
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Although Gingrich’s speech was applauded and praised by some candidates,
it was vastly criticized. Nevertheless, this bigoted speech was broadcasted
to a huge audience. Surely, such monolithic construction of a people is
intolerably common.
Gingrich’s statement relies on, and corroborates, a false triad that tends to
link terrorism to Arabs and Muslims. Such superficial, reckless and biased
depiction sees ethnicity and religion as synonyms, and is unfortunately a
widespread view in Western countries – mainly in the United States – once
it is conveyed by influential newspapers and individuals. People’s perceptions
are therefore uncritically driven towards a consensus that does not meet
reality. It is widely accepted that Arab Muslims are by default ideologically
embedded in a set of values that systematically promotes aggression.
Thus, it goes without saying that the Palestinian liaison to the Arab world
and Islamic faith determines to a large degree what people think about
Palestine and Palestinians.
Notably after 11 September 2001, Western proneness to perceive the
Arab world through simplifications and stereotypes has become even more
trivialized. Fundamentalism, extremism and radicalism are automatically
associated with a generalizing, derogatory label known as the “Islam”. Due
to the lack of effort to present a balanced, rational-oriented view of the
facts, the overwhelming perception on Islam is attached to an adverse
value judgment, which in turn supports the stereotypical belief that Islam
is morally wrong since it preaches to violence. Unfortunately, exceptions
are taken as the rule, and violent acts committed by a few are misleadingly
used as a simplified reference to condemn a whole community of 350
million individuals. Such bogus, homogenizing label is put to test by Edward
Said:
“Is there such a thing as Islamic behavior? What connects Islam at the level of
everyday life to Islam at the level of doctrine in the various Islamic societies?
How really useful is “Islam” as a concept for understanding Morocco and
Saudi Arabia and Syria and Indonesia [and Palestine]? If we come to realize
that, as many scholars have recently noted, Islamic doctrine can be seen
as justifying capitalism as well as socialism, militancy as well as fatalism,
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ecumenism as well as exclusivism, we begin to sense the tremendous lag
between academic descriptions of Islam (that are inevitably caricatured
in the media) and the particular realities to be found within the Islamic
world.”
Such misconception is unfortunately reaffirmed by journalists whose
articles are published in the largest newspapers and are read all over the
world.
Said, needless to say, is mostly known for his ground breaking work
Orientalism, which consists of a set of ideas that enabled the European
culture to create and manage an image of East in the political, scientific,
cultural and military field. Once again, such discourse is based on the
assumption that Islam is a monolithic and coherent force that nurtured a
relation of confrontation with the West throughout history. The Orientalist
discourse is based on a reductionist opposition between the civilized West
and the ‘barbarian and wild’ East that is, consequently, incapable of speaking
for itself. It is clear that such discourse remains common even today, and
that reductionism and simplification of reality is still a pattern of many
descriptions and reports concerning the Arab world. As a consequence
of this, one can affirm that Islamaphobia fits adequately in contemporary
manifestation of Orientalism.
With regards to the representation of Arabs and Muslims on the media,
Van Dijk outlined some trends of generalization, such as: (1) a frequent
confusion between Arabs, Muslims and terrorists; (2) the focus on
extremism and the consequent stereotypes based on radicalism; (3) an
impressive lack of knowledge or approach to the cultural and religious
diversity of the Islamic world; (4) the absence of historical references of
the Islamic tradition and unwillingness to mention the cultural and scientific
impacts of Islam over Europe and Western civilization; and many other
similar patterns. What certainly draws the attention of more vigilant
readers is the lack of contextualization of most media information on the
Arab and Islamic world. Western media seldom presents information on
Islamic culture, history and tradition, thus hindering a fair understanding of
Islamism and by result manufacturing an unbridgeable cultural distance. As
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noted by Said, “[I]t is extremely rare to see informative articles on Islamic
culture in the New York Review of Books, say, or in Halper’s.”
Giulio Meotti is an Italian journalist who writes for the Wall Street Journal.
His stereotype-based writings on Palestine surely reach thousands of
readers, therefore contribute to the reassertion of misconceptions. For
instance, his assertion that Palestine will be “a state that will banish freedom
of conscience for artists, journalists and writers, a state that will drive away
Christians from the land” is actually far from reality. Palestine is a rather
fruitful cultural environment, and many Palestinians dedicate their lives to
arts, poetry and academic studies. It is difficult to imagine that the homeland
of Mahmoud Darwish, Edward Said and many others, will culturally censor
Palestinians. If there is something that should be banished, for sure it is the
myopia through which Arab and Palestinian culture is perceived.
Meotti’s statement is blatantly incongruous with regards to Christian
expulsion. It is worth highlighting that Christian heritage is inextricably
linked to the Palestinian culture, and Palestine is home to its holiest sites.
Palestine is the birthplace of Jesus and the place where Christianity took
its first fundamental steps. Bethlehem, one of the largest cities in the West
Bank, is also the home of thousands of Palestinian Christians, who represent
a significant religious group in the region. Even those who have different
faiths recognize the inseparability of Christianity: such religious traces are
inextricably embedded in the Palestinian history, territory and culture.
The representation of the Muslim-Arab world in the Spanish media is a
clear example of most patterns discussed above. The historical background
of Spanish-Muslim relations is raucous at several occasions. From the Islamic
establishment of Al-Andalus until late fifteenth century up to the belligerent
relations with Morocco in nineteenth century, conflictual relations in the
past help us to understand present-day affairs. However, what boosts
contemporary stereotypes, clichés and half-truths about the Arab world is
the current issue of immigration flow, where many Arab descendants have
become targets of Islamaphobia and Xenophobia.
The simplistic association between terrorism and Islam is a constant
trend among the most read newspapers in Spain, regardless of political
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inclination. In spite of the efforts of Islamic communities to deny the false
relation between the Qur’an and violence, no deeper analysis of context
concerning terrorism perpetuates – intentionally or not – misconceptions
about Muslims. Using the words of Near-East journalist Lola Bañón, “It
would be right to say ‘Al Qaeda’s terrorism’ instead of ‘Islamic terrorism’,
in the same way that we say ‘ETA’s terrorism’ and not ‘Basque terrorism”.
The goal of this first part was to delineate some of the patterns of media
representation concerning Palestine. We found that: (a) the image of
Palestine is to a high degree dictated by its liaison to the Arab and Muslim
world; (b) the most recurrent media reference for model-building is
excessively distorted by generalizations, half-truths, orientalist perspectives
and absence of contextualization; (c) Palestinians are often perceived in a
pejorative way as naturally violent, intolerant, fanatically religious and averse
of freedom and diversity; (d) for some reason, important references of
communication are barely engaged into a demystification process and do
little effort to foster any sort of interest towards the cultural, religious
and historical elements that surround the Palestinian daily life. After having
clarified the core of the first part, we can now move to the next one.
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2. International Perception of Palestine and
Tourism Appeal
“[T]here are significant challenges which have both
slowed the development of tourism in Palestine, and
threaten to stymie efforts for the sector to realize
more of its potential. One of the biggest problems is
Palestine’s image. For any destination this is of crucial
importance, and Palestine has suffered from the onedimensional impressions given by the Western media
(encouraged by Israeli propaganda), of the occupied
territories as an anarchic, dangerous, nest of terrorists.”
Ben White
There is no ground to state that media and tourism
are two operatively independent phenomena. On the
contrary, it is clear that the latter is highly affected by
the former. It was shown that news media holds a key
role in the process that accounts for model-building,
and there is no reason – or clear limitation – to
assume that tourism, as a comprehensive and dynamic
phenomenon, is exempted from such influence:
individuals are not able to put aside preconceptions
derived from a simplified pattern of report. Such
preconceptions represent an essential element in the
so-called tourism imaginaries.
The concept of imaginative tourism – a concept which
is indispensable for exploring media-tourism system –
is properly developed by Noel B. Salazar in his Tourism
Imaginaries: A Conceptual Approach:
“Empowered by imagined vistas of mass-mediated
master narratives, tourism imaginaries have become
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global. They are now sent, circulated, transferred, received, accumulated,
converted, and stored around the world. The circulation of images and
narratives of otherness signify familiar notions of global difference.
Through this continuous circulation, which is “a constitutive activity of
representations”, tourism fantasies help in (re)creating peoples and places. “
Concerning tourism in Palestine, imaginative tourism has much to say.
Everyday, several news items concerning Israeli-Palestinian conflict are
widely broadcasted or printed: reports on war, violence, suffering and
terrorism are not the exception but the rule. As a result, the general model
on Palestine is frequently associated with danger and, for many, a place
where tourism should be avoided. Based on the news, people can barely
imagine Palestine in a positive and attractive way. It is counterproductive
to deny that the long-lasting conflict often overshadows the Palestinian
cultural richness, thus undermining tourism in the region.
In order to assess how the international media is related to creating
tourism appeal, one must go beyond an analysis that is restricted within the
borders of quantitative terms. In other words, the effects derived from an
imaginative representation of Palestine in worldwide news is by all means
not confined to tourism flow variation: it is not just about how many
tourists become willing or unwilling to visit Palestine after forging their
opinions based on a media-built model. It is also about who comes and
for what reason. The aforementioned evaluation – the merely quantitative
one – is too simplistic because it fails to address the wide diversity of
motivations of those who want to experience what Palestine has to offer.
Thus, it is necessary to shed light on a second – yet far from secondary
– aspect of tourism that is strongly influenced by the media, namely the
profile of visitors. Only through a qualitative refinement of quantitative
references can we get closer to a more accurate understanding of the
intricate relationship between media and tourism.
It ought to be clear that visitors might travel to Palestine for completely
different – and even diametrically opposing – reasons. It would be very
fruitful to bring such variables to the scope of analysis in-so-far as the
effects of media-built models are as numerous as the amount of tourists in
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Palestine. Nevertheless, as it is far too extensive to examine each case and
each individual motivation, it seems to be reasonably acceptable to classify
the hundreds of thousands of tourists into distinguishable categories.
As stated before, some of the holiest Christian sites are scattered
throughout Palestine – the Nativity Church and the Church of the Holy
Sepulcher to mention only the obvious examples – and it should not come
as a surprise that some of the most important pilgrimage destinations
are located in the country. Many foreigners who visit Palestine are in
search of religious connection and spirituality; others are solely motivated
by desire of visiting some of the holy sites mentioned in the Bible. Be
that as it may, both pilgrims and sightseeing tourists will be henceforth
grouped in the category of Religious tourism. It is worth pointing out that
a considerable percentage of outbound pilgrims visit holy sites without
knowing that they are in Palestine. Most of them go to Bethlehem on oneday trips organized by Israeli travel agencies that fail to present the cultural
environment surrounding the birthplace of Jesus. For this reason, many
tourists visit Palestine without interacting with a single Palestinian – they
do not taste local food, avoid local commerce and consequently go back
to their countries without having experienced any cultural interaction. Ben
White highlights that:
“[t]he combination of a negative image, plus the physical barriers, means
that most tourists stay within Israel’s pre-1967 occupation boundaries or
perhaps in a hotel in Jerusalem, and simply visit the Bethlehem area as one
more item on a busy day’s itinerary. Thus there is little money spent in the
local hotels and restaurants, and the only chance that Palestinians have to
benefit in any way from the visiting tourists is through selling expensive,
heavily-commissioned gifts and souvenirs.”
Even though those tourists are physically present, their experiences in
Palestine – not only as a geographical space, but also as a miscellany of
culture, gastronomy, religion and music – remain psychologically unnoticed.
Such unaware visitors are more vulnerable to stereotypes disseminated
in the mass media. In general, they are prone to internalize a model
that accounts for violent, non-rational Palestinian behavior – the model
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described in part one – and thus are more likely to accept the dogma of
security threat. During their quick visit to Bethlehem, sightseeing tourists –
in general – are not looking for cultural interaction for two main reasons:
(a) lack of information and absence of interest towards Palestinian cultural
environment; (b) security apprehensions whose raison d’être is not
quite clear but is somehow connected to the presence of Palestinians –
commonly referred as “the Arabs”.
Media is connected to both phenomena. In the first case, it was already
shown that cultural information is almost absent when compared to the
amount of articles focusing on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. It is not
the goal of this paper to discuss whether such imbalance is an inevitable
consequence of a long-lasting conflict that ultimately resonates worldwide;
nor is it within our scope to make a value judgment on this matter. Our
analysis boils down to recognizing that most people know how many
children died in the last rocket attack, but have little idea of what is a falafel
or a keffiyeh. The second case is bound to the first one; it entirely relies on
the permanence of distorted models.
Moreover, the media also accounts for a growing “collateral effect”, namely
political tourism. In the words of the British journalist Ben White:
“The occupation […] has also attracted a different kind of visitor, the
“alternative tourist,” who comes to the West Bank (including East Jerusalem),
occupied by Israel along with the Gaza Strip since 1967, in order to
better understand the conflict, and deliberately go “beyond” the standard
pilgrimage or mainstream tourist trip to Israel. These kinds of tourists are
much fewer in number, and are typically already sensitized to some degree
to the Palestinian situation. Virtually no tourists, if any, go to the Gaza Strip,
which has been under Israeli-imposed closure for several years.”
Looking to the other side of the coin, the effects of the aforementioned
stereotypes tend to be quite different in regard to political and alternative
tourism: such pattern of report is rather a motivation for paying a visit to
the so-called dangerous zone. Indeed, many individuals from all around the
world – mainly from the “West” – choose Palestine as a travel destination
in search of a closer contact with the reported environment motivated
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by distrust towards the very way it is reported. Alternative tourism is
being welcomed in Palestine by the infrastructural development designed
to support the alternative tourist: culturally-based tours, homestay
programs and informative materials are being provided at a larger scale by
specialized organizations. Both the quality and diversity of those services
are considerably growing in response to the increasing demand.
Although this part brought into the scope of analysis only two categories
– namely religious and alternative tourism – it on no account suggests
that they are sufficient to comprehend the whole tourism flow. Many outbounders have parents or friends living in Palestine, whilst others come for
professional or academic purposes.There are countless reasons behind the
individual decision of visiting Palestine. Nonetheless, it was assumed that
the profiles herein described are relatively more prone to be influenced
by the mass media – even though in quite different ways.
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Conclusion
Throughout human history, those who mastered the
skill of speech possessed a powerful tool. By means
of words, those individuals have managed to drive
people to an imaginary simulation of any matter they
wanted, influencing people through convincement
power. Although the gift of the word was limited to
the relatively small number of people it could reach,
political leaders, theorists, artists and writers paved
their way through their ability to induce the emulation
of images in people’s imagination. This peculiarity of
human interactions remains unaltered today. What
did change was the reach of discourse: levered by
technological development, information has become
effortlessly accessible and abundant. In this sense, the
first phenomenon The reserch tried to point out is the
appropriation of this power by the mass media.
Whether intentionally or not, mass media does
convey stereotypes and simplifications of reality that
lie beyond the necessary process of summarization
which enables people to understand – in general
terms – what is happening worldwide. Such
misconceptions rather hinder a fair understanding of
what they are simplifying. It is worth observing that
this brief paper dedicated its efforts to understand
how media-based images describing a specific set
of characteristics ascribed to a mental construction
called “Palestine” ultimately affect tourism standards in
the region; it was not within our scope answering why
this representation happens – even though this is a
pertinent question, this investigation shall give birth to
another research rather than this one.
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Be that as it may, this phenomenon happens to be the rule, not the exception,
of conveyed information concerning the Arab-Islamic world and thereafter
is intrinsically present in reports on the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict. I tried to
show in the first part that Palestinians are often depicted in a fashion due
to which they can fit in a model that fails to represent two crucial features:
complexity and diversity. Violence, intolerance and fundamentalism – to
name only a few – commonly reflect a monolithic conception of Palestine,
overshadowing its cultural richness and thus hindering its appeal in the
sphere of international tourism.
The aim of the second part was to investigate the manner by which the
aforementioned media reporting pattern configures itself as a variable
that influences the course of touristic development in Palestine. Thereby,
The research intended to outline two broad categories – among a wide
range of other possible categories – designed to group outbound tourists
according to their respective purposes of visit. The primary purpose of this
approach was to point out the complexity, far from obvious our intuitive,
that is so remarkable in the relation between media and tourism: it is not
only a matter of numbers, given that the effects of the process described
in this study are found in a less evident dimension.
Last but not least, once we understand that tourism is one of the
cornerstones of the Palestinian economic development, we may conclude
that by perpetuating some of the stereotypes herein described, the mass
media end up hindering not only the promotion of Palestinian culture,
but also the growth of the Palestinian economy. A great part of potential
revenues expected from tourism turns out to be diminished due to an
improper representation of a people who can do very little to roll back the
simplified way they are perceived.Then, it seems pertinent to conclude this
small paper recalling that power of information is benign only when guided
by an unwavering sense of responsibility. Becoming aware of the damages
caused by carelessly simplified information is only the first step towards a
more equitable opinion-building process.
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